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WILLIAM & MARY SCHOOL OF LAW

On Thursday, January 20, students, jac.ulty, and staffhelped Marshall-Wythe celebrate itsfirst 225 years. Festivities included cake and spar-

kling cider in the lobby, as well as a presentation on Citizen Lawyers by Dean Reveley and Professor Douglas. Photo by Marie Siesseger.

Transforming Legal Education:
The Cornerstone of the New Republic
by Mark Sapirie

William & Mary Law School
celebrated the 225th anniversary of
its founding on Thursday, January
18. For the occasion, Professor
Douglas offered some reflections
on the origins of the law school
and its purpose in forming capable
lawyers committed to serving the
nation. Dean Reveley reviewed
how individuals and groups from
the law school community are
actively engaging the vocation
of constructive citizenship and
concluded by describing a plan to
create, at the law school, a center to
study and cultivate the concept of
citizen lawyer in modem society.
When Thomas Jefferson conceived the idea of a law school
at William & Mary he intended
it to play a specific and vital
role in the society emerging in
America. Jefferson and many of

his contemporaries were conscious the law school sought especially
they were setting the foundation for those individuals who interpreted
a new social structure, substituting the privilege of being a lawyer as
the static model of the Old Regime an opportunity to serve the commonarchy with a society ofselfrule. munity and the nation.
Yet they believed that government
Today, students, faculty and
by the people would work only staff at the law school are engag~d
if the people sought public good in many activities in the spirit of
over private interest. The key then Jefferson's citizen lawyer. This is
was to instill public virtue in the manifest in those teaching prison
citizenry. Jefferson's innovation inmates, teaching children to read,
here was to use education to form providing pro bono legal advice,
citizens capable of assuming the participating in programs like Lawresponsibility of self-rule. The law yers Helping Lawyers, organizing
school at William & Mary was to Thanksgiving food collections,
form the leadership of this new and volunteering many hours in
society.
offices of the Public Defender or
Jefferson permanently altered State Attorney.
the nature of legal" education with
The law school is now planthe law school at William & Mary. ning to develop a Center focused
He recruited George Wythe to direct on studying and cultivating the
a curriculum designed to instill role of the constructive lawyer
in lawyers a broad humanistic in the life of the nation. The core
understanding so that they would of this Center would consist in
be effective leaders in an evolving scholarships awarded to especially
world. In training lawyers to lead, promising students. An, endowed

professorship would lead a program
of teaching, research, and writing
on constructive citizenship. The
school would provide an adjoining pavilion for this program
and the Center would host an annual conference. At present the
law school is seeking a generous
donor to fund this initiative valued
at $25M, so if you know someone
who might be interested in contributing, the administration would like
to speak with you.
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Trial Experience, Charisma, and a Moustache:
An Interview with New Faculty Member Jeff Breit
by Nick DePalma
Some of you may have seen
him lurking around the halls on
Thursday evenings. Some of you
may have wondered what was
going on in Courtroom 21 last
semester. Some of you might have
even seen him on T.v.,promoting
his law firm, Breit Drescher & Imprevento, or covering the election
results on News 10 during election
night. JeffBreit is undoubtedly one
of the newest (and most colorful)
adjunct professors in the William ·
& Mary Law School. Armed with
a formidable array of trial experience, charisma, and a moustache,
he has long been helping out the
Trial Team behind the scenes.
Last semester, he ~ally made the
move to teaching a class. And as
far as this writer is concerned, it
was a resounding success. Due to
the snow on Wed., Jan. 19,2005,1
was unable to meet with Professor
Breit, (who prefers Jeft), in person,
but 1 did have a 57-minute phone
conversation that ought to give

students considering his class, a
career in personal injury law, or
politics something to digest.
Adv: All right Jeff. Typically 1
ask about ... What have you got
forme?
JB: I think I have a very interesting story. After high school I went
down to Tulane University so that
I could play tennis, having been a
decent high school player. I found
out when I went down South to an
NCAA Division 1 school thatthere
are a lot of very good high school
tennis players that don't make it
at the college level. So anyway,
during my freshman year of college, and for reasons that remain
a mystery to me, I went to watch
the criminal bribery trial of Jim
Garrison of JFK fame (the DA of
New Orleans). And Garrison was
defending himself. 1 was a long
haired surfer-tennis player dressed
in blue jeans watching the trial.
During one of the breaks, I asked a
lawyer how I could get a job there,
because I wanted to know ifI really
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wanted to be a lawyer. At that very
moment, a man walked by and the
lawyer said: "Go ask him, he's an
ex Tulane football player, Judge
Cassibry." So on Monday, 1 came
to court, except this time with a
coat and .tie on. 1 knocked on the
judge's door, asked if 1 could talk
to him, and told him 1 was thinking
about becoming a lawyer like my
father, but 1 wasn't sure. 1 asked
him for a job and told him 1 didn't
care about the money, because 1was
already making money as a tennis
instructor at Tulane. He called in
his clerk, said "this guy wants to
work for free," and the clerk said
he'd "think of something." A week
later they called me, and put me
to work in the grand jury room,
picking grand jury lists. 1 was a
professional alpnabetizer, and 1
could do the alphabet forwards or
backwards, from any spot. 1 got
really good at it.
Adv: Has this skill ever come in
handy for you during field sobriety
tests?
JB: No, I've avoided that embarrassment. Well, two months later,
a man walked into the grand jury
room, while 1 was there workmg .. . .
Adv: Alphabetizing?
JB: Yeah, and he said "I heard
you're working here for free, do you
want to come work for a judge?"
1 said "sure," and then he walked
out, and everyone yelled "Don't!
Don't!" because the judge was a
wild man. His name was Morey
Sear, and he was a federal magistrate judge about to become a
federaljudgeinNewOrleans ... the
building 1 actually worked in was
the building where the movie Runaway Jury was filmed ... so 1 started
to work with the federal judge in
my freshman year of college. And 1
would ask the law clerks a thousand
questions. Unbeknownst to me, the
judge called the dean ofTulane law
school, and "this guy is driving
me and my law clerks crazy with
questions. 1 want you to enroll him
immediately. "
Adv: That's cool.
JB: So starting in my secondsemester freshman year, the dean enrolled

me into Tulane law school, where
1 took 1 law course a semester for
my next three years in college.
Adv: Was that tough?
JB: Well, the professors treated me
with kid gloves because I had no
legal education and 1 was only taking one class a semester. Anyway,
after three years of college, the law
school decided to accept me full
time, gave me a scholarship, and
the university let me waive the rest
of my college credits.
Adv: So did you get your undergrad
degree?
JB: Well, the story goes on. I
continued to work for the judge,
finding out why I wanted to be a
lawyer, and sitting in on some of
the most exciting cases in New
Orleans history ... big drug trials,
mafia trials, and some really large
personal injury cases ... I decided
to take the Bar in VA early, but
then I found out you couldn't get
a VA law license without a college
degree, so I bad to go back to the
University ... and they let me take a sociology class and waived the
rest of the requirements and gave
me a degree.
Adv: Yeah ... George Mason refused to do that for me. (laughter)
Does that finish the story?
JB: Nope. I took the bar exam,
and found out I passed it before I
graduated ... That was the start of
my legal career.
Adv: Well, let's go back before
then ... to Jeffas a child, to the tender
years. Who were your childhood
heroes?
JB: Well, as a little boy, my sports
heroes were Johnny Unitas and
Rod Laver.
Adv: 1 have no idea who they
are ....
JB: You don't know. who Unitas
is?
Adv: What can I say, my Dad never
educated me in sports.
JB: Unitas was the greatest quarterback who ever lived, and Laver
was the greatest tennis player.
Adv: Were you planning on becoming a pro?
JB: No, I knew I didn't have the
talent for either. I was good at tenContinued on pg. 3
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From VA Beach Short Order Cook
to William & Mary ' Law Professor
JB: I don 't remember that either,
but I do remember listening outside
nis, but not great. I'm better now the jury door, and hearing them
than I was then.
toss around the $1 m number, and
Adv: What about odd j<.>bs you thinking they were kidding, until
worked before college? Just past they came out and awarded it.
the formatjve years.
Adv: But you don't practice with
JB: 1 was a short order cook at the your father anymore?
best bar in Virginia Beach when I JB: No, he stopped practicing in
was 13. My friend and I wanted the 1980, but I continued to practice at
job so badly, but they would only his old fum until I started my own
hire on.e of us, so we split $2.50 an with my brother and present partner
hour. But it was definitely a hotspot. Jack Drescher in 1987.
.
Lifeguards were gods in the sixties, Adv: Is it fair to say you have a lot
and we gave lifeguards everything of trial experience?
half-off...
JB: I've tried over 250 jury triAdv: I used to be a lifeguard. Did also
you know that?
Adv: What cases stick out in your
JB: Like I said, this was back in mind?
the 60's, so all the ladies came to JB: The one that sticks out is the
the bar ... and it was very entertain- one I lost. It is my most memorable
ing. I worked nights unti12am, and case. During every trial, I keep a
Not only does Professor Breit have the
then rode my bicycle home, with legal pad with the name ofthe case,
best moustache in school, he is also an
parental permission.
lawyers, and judge, and the time the
avid surfer.
Adv: Of course. At what point jury went out, the time they came
did personal injury law become a in, and the verdict. On the pad for
possibility?
this case, Carmen Daniels waS my sat ill the back row of Hampton judge took it away from me.
l'B: Well, 'my father did personal client, a paraplegic in a bad auto- . " UniversitY Chapel and cried like a Adv: Why?
injury ... so even though I was edi- mobile accident, and you can see baby through her whole wedding. JB: Because the defendant was
tor of the Maritime Law Review at . that under the verdict spot, i was She never faulted me ... but it was a such a liar, and such a bad guy
Tulane and had some offers in New barely capable of writing the word reminder that any case can be lost, that the jury penalized him, and
Orleans, I decided to come home "defendant." I leave that sheet on and every case has a value, and the judge saw it, and took away
and practice with my father.
my desk today, and it has been 15 your clients only have one case, the verdict.
Adv: How did that work out?
years since the trial.
even if you have a career of them, Adv: Would you share the joke?
JB: You have to remember that I Adv: What were the facts of the and you always have to do what is (Professor Breit did share the joke
was a little young. I started prac- case?
best for them. Every trial is a risk. with this writer, but due to space
ticing when I was 24, and got to JB: It was a difficult case. The Every trial can be lost.
limitations in The Advocate it has
try cases in my first six weeks of primary defendant, the city, was Adv: Though some might question been omitted.)
practice. Jury trials, federal court immune, and I was suing a con- how appropriate my next question Adv: What was the worst error
trials .... My father was the best tractor who I claimed was jointly is ... Funniest moments in your 250 someone has ever made against
you.
there was and all the judges told negligent ... and I had just had two jury trials?
me that time and time again. I just years of jury trials without losing JB: Well, something funny I saw JB: In a Virginia Power case, we
listened and learned. When I was one, and this trial was a slap in defense counsel do during opening focus-grouped it .. ..
26, I tried a case with my father, the face, reminding me that I was statement was to say "And so, ladies Adv: Would you mind clarifying
a wrongful death case, and we got beatable, and that I could and did and gentlemen ofthejury, please do that for the readers?
the first million-dollar personal lose.
not find my client, Mr.... " and he JB: It means we put on a trial for a
injury verdict in VIrginia history. I Adv: Do you feel comfortable trailed offfor a 1O-second pregnant couple of hours in front of pretend
remember it because without any telling me how you think you went pause ..And everyone knew what jurors, citizens of the community.
warning, for the ,first time during wrong?
was going on, and there was just The issue was contributory neglunch, my father advised me that I JB: I was too aggressive on the a snicker. As for stupid stuff I've ligence, and whether this ·young
would be doing closing arguments defendants. The jury cried during done, in one of my first jury trials, black child had dared his friends to
that same day.
closing arguments ... It was a very I couldn't keep this poster on the sneak into this power station. And
Adv: What went through your mind emotional case, the paraplegic was easel, and it fell off three times the two boys, his friends, said he
at that moment?
the head cheerleader of Hampton during my argument. The jury kept did. He said he didn't. In the focus
JB: Other than wanting to get sick University. She was a wonderful laughing. I also did a really stupid group, 100% ofthe white jurors said
v.ery quickly .. .! don't remember, woman who even after the accident thing in a jury trial that I'll never the boy was guilty of contributory
because I was numb. He said "this is had the best personality of any forget, I won't tell you the details negligence, and 100% of the black
the death of a son. Tell them about woman I know. Even after I lost of it, but I told a joke during clos- jurors said the two other boys were
being a son."
her trial, three years later, she got ing argument, and no one laughed.
Adv: What did you say?
married, in her wheelchair, and I I got a great result anyway, but the Continued on pg. 6
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Com.m e m 0 r a,tin g Dr. Mar tin L u the r Kin g, Jr.
by David Byassee
On the evening of January 20,
the W&M Office of Multicultural
Affairs put on a production in the
University CenterAuditorium commemorating the life and legacy of
Dr. King. Guests were welcomed
by the heartfelt words of Jon Perdue (2L), President of the Black
Law Student Association here at
Marshall-Wythe . He expressed
his appreciation for having the opportunity to consider what the most
important thing Dr. King had done
for him was. Purdue's response
was this, "he didn't run and hide,
he put himself between his dream
and a bullet" After that a duet sang
a song titled "UustCan'tGive Up,"
the chorus ofwhich went something
like this:
I've come too far from where I
started from,
Nobody told me it would

living fifty years ago. We have not
be easy,
experienced
segregation as it once
AndI don't believe He sbrought
was. Ogletree spoke of the past
me this far to leave me.
Then, two brothers ofthe Alpha with a view towards the future. He
Phi Alpha fraternity performed their noted that the all white, all male
Omega Ritual in remembrance of Supreme Court that decided the
cases of Brown v. Board ofEducatheir .brother, Dr. King.
The keynote speaker of the tion-<iec1aring the policy of sepacommemorative production was rate but equal to in fact be inherently
Charles J. Ogletree, the Jesse unequal--ordered desegregation to
Climenko Professor of Law and occur "with all deliberate speed."
Vice Dean for Clinical Programs Brown v. Board of Education was
at Harvard Law School. Former decided in 1954. Dr. King was asteacher of W &M's own Professor sassinated in 1968. Ogletree also
Mechele Dickerson, Ogletree is a noted that the Supreme Court of
prolific speaker and author. He's the past decade has no liberal voice,
appeared on television and radio and that "all deliberate speed" has
programs, including Nightline, turned out to be no speed at all.
Crossfire and Meet the Press. His
. Ogletree went on to discuss the
most recent book, All Deliberate . Presidential task of judicial selecSpeed, is a reflection on Brown v. tion and nomination, presenting
Board of Education.
charts ofthe minority appointments
Ogletree began by stating that of previous Presidents. There was
our generation (the students of to- more in the charts than I could digest
day) can't fathom the experience of within the time provided, but one

thing I do recall is that the percentage ofminority nominations varied
from President to President. Followmgthis demonstration, Ogletree
made the point that the fundamental
issue Dr. King was fighting for was
the right to vote. It matters.
Focusing on, what we should
expect from the 21 sl century, Ogletree highlighted Justice O'Connor's
hope articulated in Gr~ttter v. Bollinger- a 2003 Supreme Court case
upholding the constitutionality of
the affirniative action policy then in
effect at the University ofMichigan
Law School- that in 25 years there
will no longer be a need for racial
preference in the admission systems
of institutions of higher learning.
Ogletree then quoted Justice Thurgood Marshall, saying, "I wish I
could say that liberty and equality
were just around the comer, .. .but
we must dissent, because America
can do better."

Monday 5pm-9pm: Mexican Night
Wednesday 5pm-9pm: Italian Night
Sunday Brunch: llam - 4:30pm
Daily Specials: $6.50 (Soup 'and 1/2
Salad or 1/2 Sandwich)

Good Food, Good People, Better Parking ...

The Green leafe during the day.

Take a break, get away from the law school for
an hour and try something different for lunch
or dinner. We promise there won't be a line!
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PICK UP THE PHONE AND TALK TO A FRIENDLY
LOAN COUNSELOR.
Make one tolHree call to 1-800-961-5022. At the Alumni Loan
Consolidation Program, we'll assign you to your own personal loan
counselor who will walk you through every step. You'll learn your best
options in plain English - no strings attached .

COMPLETE THE APPLICATION PROCESS.

•

There ore no fees and no credit checks. Instead, your loan counselor
will guide you through a quick, simple application process. In most
cases, you can complete the application almost entirely over
the phone .

SIGN AND RETURN YOUR APPLICATION.

•

2

With eSignature and the help of your loan counselor, you can sign
your application electronically. Even if you're just days from the end
of your grace period, we can get your application in on time -so you
can enjoy all of the advantages.

, Eligibility requirements apply. Check aut our website (www.wmalumni.com/ studenrloans) or
call a loan counselor.
2 Available online for fully completed applica~ons or through a loan counselor.
Not all consolidations are eligible. Call your loan counselor to determine eligibility.
3 In order to rece ive grace rates, your application must be received prior to the first
grace period end date on the loons being consolidated.
© 2005 Collegiate Funding Services, llC. All Rights Reserved. CFS Affi nity Services is a division of Collegiate Funding Services,
LLC. All CFS Lenders are equal opportunity lenders.

REIJUCE PAYME·NTS EVEN fURTHER BY CDNSOl
IN YOUR S·RACE PERIOD!
Call toll-free: 1.800.961.5022
to simplify your student loan monthly payments
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Courtroom 21 Crosses
Another Border

and I used to teach four weeks a year
lying in · order to cover up their at law schools all over the country.
I enjoy helping lawyers learn their
involvement.
trade
tremend()Usly.
Adv: Were the two little boys black
by Marje Siesseger
and the offering of courses taught
or white?
Adv: What do you say to the
abroad via videoconferencingmay
JB: They were black ... and I've argument that litigation is all talEver wonder what it's like to try also result from the alliance.
never seen anything that stark, ent-you' re either born with it, or
a case Down Under? Thanks to the
Courtroom 21 conducts an
something I never could have you're not?
recent
.igreement
between
William
annual
experimental trial to test
guessed, 100% on a cultural issue. JB: I disagree with that. I think that
So we went to go try the case, keep- certain people ;ire obviously very & Mary Law and the Queensland applications ofrecently developed
ing that in mind, and I had a black glib and very quick on their feet. But UniversityoITechnology(QUT)in technology to current legal issues.
opposing counsel. . .And he decided I think that there are certain basic Brisbane,Australia, you might soon Past trial topics have inc1udedcounto strike all the white jurors during structures of trial practice, the art find out. Like W &M, QUT has de- terterrorism and emerging medical
voir dire ... and that mistake resulted of persuasion, that can be learned, veloped technologically advanced technology. This year's lab trial will
in the first $20 million jury verdict and that can be fine · tuned into a moot courtroom facilities with the explore the possibilities for using
successful trial practice. That 's why capability of linking up with other . technology in the area ofchild abin Virginia history.
Adv: Tell me about your hob- there are so many different types of similarly out fitted courtrooms. duction. Throughajointeffortwith
trial lawyers; the flamboyant, the In-fact, the two courtrooms have a Singaporean court, Courtroom·
bies.
JB: Tennis and surfing ... I go to a quiet, the studious, the razor sharp previously joined electronically 21 will host a mock cross-border
to conduct a techtiology-enhanced child custody dispute proceeding.
foreign country to surf at least once and the meticulous.
trial.
The signing of the memo- A domestic relations judge ·from
a year. This year I'm going to Cabo Adv: Which type are you? (Laughrandum of understanding by both San Antonio, Texas will sit in the
San Lucas in March, and then I'm ter.)
going to Co~ta Rica.
JB: I have matured from more schools is mean t to formalize and U.S. , and the actual Singaporean
Adv: I've always wanted to learn flamb oyant t6 one of. .. I would facilitate the relationship between court will preside abroad: This
event is scheduled to take place
how to surf.
think that my best talent is seeing the courtrooms.
This
step
in
deepening
relations
.
either
April 1 or 2. .
1 /1
JB: And I'm playingtennis in the the big picture, and trying the case
Ever interested in the expansion
50-and-over national champion- as a minimalist. And I think that between W&M and QUT may ex ship in Oregon on February 12.
sometimes picking out the issues pand opportunities for both faculty of courtroom technology, the staff \ '
Adv: Switching gears again, over is more important than presenting and students, explained Courtroom ofCourtroom 21 have also recently
the course of your legal career, them well . ... Because ifyou present 21 director and Chancellor Protes- dedicated the foremosttechnologiyou have been involved in politics, irrelevant issues wonderfully, who sor of Law, Fred Lederer. "This is cally advanced children's court in
right?
cares? Which is why, in our class just the groundwork," he said, not- San Antonio, Texas. Tbe facility
JB: Yes, I used to be the vice [Trial Strategies and Persuasion], ing the vast potential for exchanges was des~gned by the Deputy D~ ( 1'\
chairman of the state democratic it's not just the art of persuasion, of information•and resources in the rector of Courtroom 21 , Martin
party ... .I was also the youngest it's the ability to spot important future. New study abroad programs Gruen.
governor in ATLA [Association issues and highlight them.
of Trial Lawyers of America] Adv: Why William & Mary?
that pait of the law that you like, how many cases I' ve tried, every
history .. . .I became the Virginia JB: My father and brother went that you enjoy, that you look at and time I walk into a courtroom for
governor to ATLA when I was 3 1, here. W&M has a close connection get some excitement .. ' . otherwise a trial I' m nervous until it starts,
and I was unfortunately around to to the Virginia Trial Lawyers Asso- it will soon become just a job, and because I know there will always '
watch Newt Gingrich come into ciation where I was past president, if it is just a job then you'll never be better lawyers than I am and
power and immediately as part of and I've always been good friends be great. It is like anything, if you just as well prepared. The second
his "Contract On America," [sic] with Walter Felton.
like what you do, you' ll become is the fact that marrying a lawyer:
try to overhaul the tort system. Walter Felton and I are friends, great; or at least be better than av- which I did, and then having four
This lesson taught me that trial and the dean of Tulane became the erage. I may not be a great lawyer, children .. .which I did as well-I 1/
lav¥y ers need to have good relation- presidentofW&M inthe '80s . .. and but I do enjoy going to work every have a 9 year old, an 11 year old,
ships with Republicans or face the I've always had a kinship to W &M day, and I cannot say that for most a 13 year old, and a 16 year old
consequences . .. so we started giv- over any school, law school, or lawyers.
(two boys/two girls}-mywife and
ing equal support to Republicans, university in Virginia.
Adv: Is there anything that I've I know without knowing that one
started trying to understand their Adv: .How do you like the fac - missed that you want to share with of them will become a lawyer, we
perspective, and by the time they ulty?
the law S1\ldents?
just don't know which one, they're
came into power in Virginia, we JB: I've liked everyone that I've JB: Two things: In trying a case . all so different. But they do love
were able to talk to them as friends met. I wish I knew everyone better, where you' ve given everything to argue, and they do love to hear
and supporters, and we weren't the but since I'm an adjunct, I don't you' ve got, when you've worked lawyer stories.
enemy, which is what trial lawyers have that much interaction with 70 -hour weeks preparing for Adv: Well, we all like to hear laware at the national level to the Re- them. I have more interaction with trial. .. waiting for the knock on yer stories, Jeff.
publican Congress. (To cut a long the deans .
the door is the most exciting and JB: Well, they like to hear them
story short, Jeff's efforts helped Adv: What advice do you have to nerve-wracking time you 'll ever because Dad's in them.
raise the medical malpractice cap in anyone thinking about becoming a have in your life. And the knock on
Here's hoping that we'll all
personal injury lawyer?
Virginia from $l m to $1.75m).
the door, until the jury seats them- have lawyer stories to tell our
Adv: How did you get involved in JB: My best advice to anyone selves in the box and tells you the kids someday. For everyone that
academia?
at law school, having watched so verdict, you just can't even imagine enjoyed this article I highly recomJB: I started outwithATLA, which many people unfortunately come to the intensity and anguish running mend that you take Trial Strategies
has a very active teaching program, not love what they do, is to .. .find through your body. And no matter and Persuasion . . .Thank you.

i

I

I
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The Scop e o f Academic F r eedom
Involvement of Prof essors w ith 'To rtur e Me mos'
Spark s De b ate
by Yuval Rubinstein

I

Throughout the past three
years, the legal implications of the
War on Terrorism have sparked a
great deal of interest across the
nation's law schools, as the proliferation of law school syinposia
and conferences indicate. But what
happens when law professors step
outside their primary academic
roles and actually help formulate
government policies regarding
international terrorism? The consequences of this activity have led
to considerable debate within the
legal community with the revelation that two law professors, John
Yoo and Jack Goldsmith, were
involved in the development of the
Justice Department's controversial
policy concerning the legal status
of detainees.
Yoo, a professor at Boalt Hall
(University of California, Berkeley), was serving as a Justice Department aide in January of 2002
when he wrote a legal memorandum to Pentagon general counsel
William Haynes arguing that Al
Qaeda and Tali ban prisoners at
Guantanamo Bay were not protected by either the War Crimes Act
nor the Geneva Conventions. Yoo
based his conclusion on the fact that
neither organization constituted a
functioning state, and that the War
on Terror was not a "regular" war
between states. The Bush administrationsubsequentlyadoptedYoo's
legal arguments, declaring that the
Guantanamo detainees were not
prisoners of war and did not have
the right to trial or lawyers.
Not surprisingly, the disclosure
of Professor Yoo's memorandum
created an uproar on the Berkeley
campus, with critics demanding
that he repudiate the memo or be
fired, while supporters mounted
equally spirited defenses on his
behalf. During last May's commencement ceremony, a quarter of
the Boalt graduates wore armbands
to protest Yoo's actions. Yoo has
refused to disavow the 2002 memo,
however, and remains on the Boalt
faculty.

Another law professor who has
been at the center of controversy is
Jack Goldsmith, formerly a professor at the University of Virginia
and the University of Chicago and
now a member of Harvard Law
School's faculty. After serving as
special counsel at the Department
of Defense, Goldsmith became
head of the Justice Department's
Office ofLegal Counsel in October
of 2003. This past October, after
Goldsmith had accepted the position at Harvard, a Department of
Justice memorandum dated March
19, 2004 with Goldsmith's name
appeared in The Washington Post.
The memo advised the CIA that
transferring prisoners out of Iraq
to other countries in order to be
interrogated was legally permissible. International scholars have
strongly condemned these transfers
as violations ofthe Geneva Convention, while Goldsmith has refused
to comment on the memo.
Although 80% of the Harvard faculty voted in favor of
Goldsmith 's tenure appointment
before this latest revelation came
to light, a small yet vocal group of
faculty members have criticized
Goldsmith ' s hiring. Professor
Elizabeth Bartholet was quoted in
the Boston Globe stating "I believe
that the faculty was seriously at
fault for not inquiring more deeply,
prior to making this appointment,
into any role Jack Goldsmith may
have played in providing legal
advice facilitating and justifying
torture. " As with Yoo, Goldsmith's
employment status has not been
affected.
The DOJ memoranda attributed
to professors Yoo and Goldsmith
raise a number of problematic issues concerning the public role of
academics. While most of the controversy has centered on the appropriateness ofYoo and Goldsmith's
legal opinions, another interesting
aspect involves the relationship
between their primary academic
careers and their tenure in the federal government. The key question
is whether these extra-curricular
activities fall under the umbrella
of "academic freedom."

Even critics ofYoo and Goldsmith concede that neither man
should be fired, as both professors
are protected by the academic
freedom that is a fundamental
privilege of tenure. Certainly, if
they had written law review articles
or delivered lectures arguing that
Al Qaeda and Taliban members
are not covered by the Geneva
Convention, such activities would
be protected. However, Yoo and
Goldsmith were not acting in their
capacities as professors when they
drafted the memos, nor did their
work fo! the government have any
relation to their affiliated academic
institutions.

Therefore, the principle of
academic freedom, while undeniably important, becomes greatly
devalued when it creates a sort of
"halo" protecting activities that are
not academic in any reasonable
sense. Of course, professors Yoo
and Goldsmith had every right to
take a leave of absence to serve
in the government; indeed, many
academics in the legal field and
other disciplines tak~ this route.
But when the appropriateness and
legality oftheir activities are called
into question, they should be judged
in their capacity as government
officials, not academics.

The William and Mary
Environmental Law and Policy
Review

"Global Terrorism and its Impact on
Sustainable Development: Exploring
Linkages Between Sustainable
Development, Security, and Terrorism"
Friday, February 4 from 1-5pm.
1:00 pm Panel 1: "Homeland Security and Information Issues Post 9/11"
3:30 pm Panel 2: "Select Biotech and Bioterrorisin
Issues"

Saturday, February 5 from 9-1 pm.
9:00 am Panel 3: "United States Government Policy"
11:00 am Panel 4: "Select International Issues"
The Symposium will be held in Courtroom 21 at the William
and Mary School of Law and will be open to the public and all
William and Mary students and faculty.
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by Dave Zerby

On Friday, January 14, the law
school hosted several distinguished
visitors to the McGlothlin Courtroom. The visitors were present
to imbibe the heady technological
wonders ofthe Courtroom, a potent
homebrew indeed.
Because Professor Lederer,
the Courtroom's founder and current director was distilling the
Courtroom's technology in Texas,
Mollie Nichols, the assistant director, emceed the event. The presentation began with a lecture and
demonstration ofthe McGlothlin's
most innovative technological
features. Those of you who have
Legal Skills or other classes inside
Courtroom 21 might be surprised
to learn that the technology worked
quite smoothly; from the document
cameras to the drop-down screen,
there was nary a glitch.
The guests- a group of lawyers and judges from various
countries in the Middle East and
Africa- seemed enthusiastic about

the potential use of many of the
Courtroom's features in their own
work. Several of the guests tempered their enthusiasm with expressions of concern over the potential
for evidence tampering if hackers
were to break into the computer
system; Professor Nichols did her
best to assuage such concerns by
noting that similar risks applied to
paper evidence.
In an interview after the event,
Dr. Mahmoud Mouradi; a professor
oflaw at the University ofBlida in
Algeria gave his opinion that law
must have a vision for the future.
He stated that technology could be
an integral part of that vision, and
assist in the vision's realization.
He further said he desired to use
technology in Algeria in much the
same way as it is in the Courtroom.
He also spoke of a wish to see a
U.S.-Arab center, the purpose of
which would be to integrate technology into Arab nations.
Perhaps the most interesting
portion of the seminar, however,

was the question and answer ses- R Albakr, a lawyer for the Saudi·
sion between the law school faculty, · based Arab National Bank, the
students, and the guests. Each Saudi Arabian system focuses both
group expressed a great desire to on the Shari'a and other laws, and
know more about the profession of students study each field for several
law rather than its actual content years. In order to attainajudgeship,
or operation-Mr. Abdulrahman however, students must graduate
Mohammed Saif, a representative from Islamic studies. Interestingly,
from the Yemeni Lawyers' Union, the Egyptian method of teaching
asked about the professional de- lawappearssimilarinform-ifnot
velopment of judges in the United in content-to some aspects oflegal
States, for example. Mr. Mahmoud education here at Marshall-Wythe.
Ahmed Mahmoud Makky, a judge In Egypt, law is taught via lecture,
from Egypt, asked how the law of followed by division into small .
Louisiana was taught in an other- groups. Judges and lawyers then go
wise almost exclusively common- through a case study with the law
law system.
students. In this way, the students
But the guests were notthe only receive some practical experience
ones with questions; students were as well as multiple perspectives
free to explore the guests knowl- on the law.
edge of their nations' legal workThe event concluded at lunch,
ings as well. Many of the guests but not before Dean Reveley restated that their country's method ceived gifts on behalf of the law
of teaching law was similar to the school. Although the gifts were
United States'. Perhaps the most appreciated, DeanReveleyseemed
dissimilar from the United States is confused by one of the gifts: a
the legal education of Saudi Arabia. miniature of an ancient Yemeni
According to Mr. Abdullah Bakr castle.

Behind The Lines: One Student's Experience
by Erin Page
On Thursday, January 20th, I

had an unusual experience. I found
myself in a restaurant full of older,
official looking gentlemen who
were all at the restaurant as part
of the monthly Colonial Area Republican Men~s Association. As I
am neither male, nor particularly
Republican, and I believe I have a
few years before I become older, I
found this mildly amusing to say
the least. But I wasn't there to be
amused by the surroundings. Instead, I was there to listen to one
of my fellow lLs speak of his prelaw school experiences. Van Smith
(1 L) graduated from William and
Mary in 2003 with a Government
major. However, what qualified him
to speak was not his school record
(there are a number ofus that could
match this), butwhat he did during
the year between undergrad and
law school.
Van Smith was one ofa number
of college students and graduates
who were sent over to work in the
reconstruction of Iraq after the

initial missions in Iraq created a
provisional government. "Policy
Advisor to the Provisional Government in the Office of Fire and
Emergency Services" is quite an
impressive title with quite an impressive amount of responsibility
(mostly dealing with a budget in the
millions), but the focus of his talk
was not on what he did, so much as
what the conditions, both good and
bad, were like over in Iraq.
Iraq is in a complicated state
of affairs due to war. Or rather,
I should say, wars. Officially we
are at war with ~o groups: the
war on Terrorism and Operation
Iraqi Freedom. Both of these are
being dealt with in Iraq. What
Van focused on was not military
successes but other stories that are
not as publicized. Sanitation is a
major health issue when there are
large groups in a relatively small
area. In the years since the rise of
Saddam Hussein, minimal to no
repair work was done on the old,
overused sewage system, leading
to the system leaking into the river
and further exacerbating the health

problems. In the faU of 2004, the
sewage system for Baghdad was
created and repaired. Housing is a
maj or issue, and will continue to be
for quite some time as the effects
of bombings and other damages
are not selective. But 14,000 new
homes have been built so far.
But there are also counteractions and protests, even to the
actions which seem to benefit
everyone. In Falluja alone, car
bombings occur 22 times a week.
This is down from a previous
average of 44, due to the major
military efforts in the area, but this
is still a truly frightening number.
There was a car bomb attack at the
opening of the new sewer system.
And convoys of supplies that are
obviously intended for medical
or general relief are often targets
of bombs, leaving a great deal of
destruction and needless waste.
AU of these are definite signs that
while both the war on terrorism and
Operation Iraqi Freedom are being
worked on, both are not equally
successful in terms of overall
objectives. In order to stop these

teqorist actions "a harder military
line" would need to be taken, and
this cannot be done at the moment
without innocent casualties that
no one is willing to tolerate. Unless the Iraqi government is stable
enough and the people are willing
to work with the American objectives, this will remain the case for
some time.
Then there are the sociopolitical, problems. Ambassador
Browner's pre-emptive dismissal
of a number of higher level employees working in anything from
policing to the- support systems
for power generation to hospital
administration in an effort to rid
these systems of corruption and
favoritism are still causing a great
deal of resentment from the Sunms. The war has also Changed the
percentages of the major groups in
Iraq, as the Shi 'ites are now the majority over the Sunnis and the Kurds
are still in an semi-autonomous
minority in the north. The country
also needs to train new people to
deal with their new infrastructure
Continued on page 9
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A Public Service Experience

Fightin·g The Good Fight

by Scott McFarland
by Scott Leonhardt
hospital, with one of the firm's
case involved a specialized CAT
attorneys. The attorney had me
Cancer murders ~ithout regard scan used to detect cancer growth
Growing up, many children provide suggestions during jury
to race, economic status or religious (howing the direction ofgrowth is
affiliation. It kills both the elderly essential to treatment). Despite the dream of crusading as the little selection and for cross-examinaand the young. Despite the trauma treating oncologist's belief that the guy against the heartless giant, tion. I expected our side to lose the
involved in a person's battle against procedure was reasonably neces- stirred by popular stories such as case as our action was opposed by
cancer, life around a cancer patient sary to the treatment of the cancer, David and Goliath or Jack and the all the expert psychiatric witnesses
goes on; the boss still wants the the insurance company denied Beanstalk. Well, this past summer I and the guardian, so I was not
work turned in on time, the kids the· procedure, then again denied got to live that dream and help fight shocked when the lady was ordered
to remain committed to the mental
still require care and the bills still it on appeal. The Ombudsman at against the "giant" oppressors.
I worked for Carolina Legal hospital. But, based on two of the
need to be paid.
the Bureau of In~urance was very
Legal Information Networkfor ,generous with his time and gave Assistance (CLA) as a law Clerk. jurors' facial expressions when the
Cancer (LINC) provides informa- me a basic understanding ofthe ap- CLA's clients were all mentally foreman read the verdict, I think
tion, education, counseling and peals process and my client's rights. challenged individuals, generally that our side was able to sway some
referral services for legal assistance Ultimately, a peer-to-peer review children. The typical case involved members of the jury.
One ofthe more moving cases
to individuals confronted with the between the treating oncologist children who had special needs that
overwhelming issues that arise and the insurance company's in- went umecognized or ignored in for me was a case I entered in the
from the diagnosis and treatment of dependent expert got the procedure school systems. Usually the first final stages. A deceased parent
cancer (see http://www. cancerlinc. approved. There were also issues point at which someone identified created a large trust for a mentally
org). Mostpeople that called LINC with prior existing exclusionary the child as having special needs challenged daughter. The trustees
presented a myriad of problems, periods and HIPAA (a client who occurred when a child received were supposed to provide support
but the most common was the need was changing jobs would need to a suspension or expulsion and/or for the daughter's living expenses
for financial assistance. I was able know if cancer treatments would be repeated grade levels. CLA would from this trust. Instead, the trustees
to direct clients to organizations covered under their new employer's then intercede on the child's behalf provided virtually no money for
and file a complaint stating a denial her support, forcing her to rely on
that provide financial assistance, health insurance plan).
Overall, my clients presented of a free and appropriate public edu- the generosity of the state. As the
free medical equipment, help with
numerous issues and came to LINC cation. Most of the time the school trustees were the sole beneficiarentJu~i1ities , reduced elder care
and reduced or free prescription during what was probably one of would then cooperate and provide ries of any money remaining in
drugs . Simple encouragement like the most awful and emotionally the child with the resources the the trust after the mentally chalproviding a client with informa- draining times in their life. Many child needed to succeed in school, lenged daughter's death, I found
the trustees' seeming unwillingness
tion for organizations that want to of them were facing death or the as required by law.
Sadly, the school systems did to provide financial support for
help them, helping them fill out loss of a close family member. I
the applications, following up on couldn't solve all oftheir problems not always comply, sometimes the mentally challenged woman
the progress of their applications no matter how hard I tried or how openly and other times less obvi- suspect.
While I do not envision myself
and making a direct referral to the much research I performed. I was ously. In those cases, I researched
appropriate organization proved able to identifY and prioritize their the case and drafted the complaint pursuing a career in public service
very successful in obtaining much problems and focus on the prob- to ·be filed. The attorneys in the after school, I do see myself reneeded financial assistance. I was lems that could be solved. I often office then looked over my work maining supportive of the fight to
also able to refer many clients had to wear many hats; a friend, and filed the complaint. Usually ensure that the mentally disabled
to reputable financial counseling social worker, counselor and/or the school would ~hen agree to receive equal opportunity and fair
organizations or bankruptcy at- law student. Although I lost some mediation where compliance was treatment. I hope that other people
will commit themselves to public
torneys. I sometimes negotiated clients, I gained many friends, a reached.
I also had the opportunity to service opportunities and discover
directly with creditors on behalf broader perspective on the health
care crisis and the opportunity to attend a competency hearing for the rewarding experience inherent
of clients.
an individual, held in a mental to "fighting the good fight."
Clients also needed estate assist those in serious need.
planning, mostly wills and living ....--_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---,
All of these points and more
wills. These often had to be turned Enemy Lines, continued
humanitarianandreliefefforts, true
around very quickly before the from pg. 8 infrastructure. All ofwhich require came up in Van's speech. But, as
client lost lucidity. These were the and to truly make a stable country, a large amount of effort and funds. he noted, these are issues that are
most stressful, especially the Hos- like policemen and emergency And the final question that Van left going to.have to be dealt with one
pice referrals. Clients also needed workers. The 1,300 new policemen the group with was "Who will pay at a time alongside the successes
legal as·sistance with family law, since the start of Operation Iraqi for these things?" While it is true are landmarks that should be celemploymentlawandgovemmental Freedom are only a start. And then that the financial situation of the ebrated. The most recent milestone
benefits. LINC utilized a network there are the general sentiments of country is in a way better, because was the free election. For a nation
of referral attorneys who provided the Iraqi people, w4ich Van said the country's main export, oil, is that hasn't had more than symbolic
services at reduced or no cost de- seemed to be "not resentful of the monitored and taxed appropriately, elections since 195·0 and none at all
pending upon need. I was extremely people helping them, but looking there is still quite a bit of work to since the rise of Saddam Hussein
impressed by the understanding, forward to the departure of the be d~:me and definitely not enough to power, these elections truly are
generosity and dedication of the Americans as a sign that the·efforts money to accomplish it. AS Van a mark of success. But where those
high caliber Richmond attorneys were successful and the necessary pointed out, he "spent his entire elected will go will truly show us
budget in six months. What's go- how much work there is left to
within LINC's network.
evil is gone."
The most frustrating experience
There were several ideas be- ing to happ~n in ten. years when do before Iraq becQmes stable,
was appealing denials of cover- hind the inv~sion of Iraq: military the police cars we bought need to autonomous and without terrorist
age by, insurance companies. One objectives, spreading democracy, be replaced?"
influence.
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by Matt Dobbie
Hello, and welcome to the first
installment of "Ask a Canadian."
As visitor from a far-off land, I
find many Americans are curious
about the land north of the border.
Like a modem day Marco Polo, I
will paint you picture of life in the
vast Dominion of Canada. Also,
much like Ann Landers but without the communist agenda, I will
be dispensing wisdom and advice
to help you the reader get through
your daily lives. Please feel free to
send me your questions, concerns,
hot sisters and really anything else
that crosses your mind. Now, on to
this week's questions:
"Are Canadians allowed to have
sex for reasons other then procreation? "
Brad Richards, 2L
No. Shortly after the formation of Canada, our leaders were
concerned about the lack of morals and virtues among our people;
apparently, life in Canada was a
24-hour, maple syrup-induced orgy
of sex and violence. The solution
was to enshrine a series of moral
codes into our Constitution. Along

with the "sex only for procreation"
clause, the government also prohibited reading after dark, beaver
wrestling, and steel cage moose
fights (like cock fights-only
bigger, better and more bad-ass).
Because we weren't allowed to
test drive the car before buying
it (if you know what I mean),
the government decided that all
marriages would be arranged and
decided by random lottery on our
25 th birthday. I, sadly, have only a
few more weeks of freedom.
"Have you ever been to Greenland?"
Martin St. Louis, lL
Not yet, and I refuse to until the
heathen Danes formally acknowledge Canada's place as "Lord ofthe
Arctic." Yes, similar to "Virginia
is for Lovers," we Canadians have
adopted a catchy slogan to increase
tourism. Finishing second in the national debate was "Canada, it's cold
here, eh?" so it's not like we had
a lot to work with. As you mayor
may not be aware, Canada and Denmark are involved in an ongoing
territorial dispute regarding islands
in the Artic. In March of last year,

10 Tips for Sanity in 2005

by Margaret Klley
We law students are hard on
ourselves. We seem to exist in a
constant state of self-flagellation:
"I should be reading ...1 should be
outlining .. .I should stop procrastinating and get off my ass and
do something productive." In the
spirit of such abuse, here is a list
of things we can do and remain
guilt-free. At the end of the day,
life is too short to beat ourselves up
over small things that don't really
matter (like studying). Enjoy this
top ten list along with something
yummy and loaded with carbs.
You deserve it.
It's OK to ....
1. Get your news from Jon Stewart.
2. Sleep until noon ... when is the
next time in your life you will be
able to do it?
3. Buy a new TV to avoid the Aliasl
West Wing dilemma on Wednesday
nights.
the Danes invaded Hans Island,
planted a flag and, thinking they
had won, returned to their homes
in Greenland. An enraged Canada
dispatched its elite northern fighting unit, the "Inuit Rangers" to take

4. Listen to music everyone else
thinks sucks (I don't care what you
say-Britney is a musical genius,
especially her early work).
5. Know the differences between
a dwarf, elf and hobbit.
6. MemorizetheentireAdultSwim
line-up on Cartoon Network.
7. Have strong opinions and express them in class. If professors
wanted you to roll over and accept
their ideas, they wouldn't ask you
what you think. Plus, once you say
a prof is wrong, they are less likely
to cold call you again.
8. Skip class to get a manicure/facial/massage/pedicure or any ofthe
above--even if you are a guy.
9. Stare at one guy or girl throughout class ... everyone needs a little
eye candy now and then. Repeat
after me: stalk from afar.
10.
Do a little victory dance
in the student lounge when your
hanging file is empty. Empty file
= no Legal Skills assignments!
back our violated soil. Armed with
hockey sticks, our brave soldiers
stormed the island and tossed the
hated Danish flag into the freezing
depths of the Atlantic. Oh Canada,
we DO stand on guard for thee.
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Sex & The ·L a w: For m, Fun c t ion
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by Nicole Travers
lingerie's purpose was reversed-it to wear these items underneath a counter-sexual. Once a woman
Afewweeks ago, my best friend mostly consisted of wrappings dress or suit in order to surprise starts to wear underwear that is
and I attended the event of the around the chest and hips to make your significant other after a nice meant to be seen, it stops being forWashington-Metro area year-the the figure more streamlined and evening out. When you live with bidden. Anton LaVay;5 for instance,
event that invariably defines the rest "boyish." But despite the conflict- your Other, they are tough to use, givestheexampleofahusbandand
of the winter's sexual exploits. I'm ing fashion ideals, lingerie re- because it's really not as fun to wife who go to a strip club together.
talking about the Victoria's Secret mained a strictly functional article watch a girl put lingerie on as to The wife is wearing a modest skirt
Semi-Annual sale, where what was of clothing, no matter how pretty, see it come off. It's a little awk- below the knee, but when she sits
once a $24 pair of undies is drasti- it happened to be.
ward to ask himlher to leave the on her bar stool, it rides up in the
Today, we still have functional room so you can surprise them back, showing off a garter strap.
cally reduced to--gasp !-$1 O!
I'm sure that many of you law lingerie. 1 But although some such with lingerie. And if you don't live The other men in the club stop
school ladies also attend this event . articles are designed to look very with your Other, it's very tough to, looking at the strippers, and turn
in other cities all over this great pretty and sexy, others simply can- say,answerthedoorwhilewearing instead to the wife. She suddenly
country of ours. As all of you know not be. Take, for instance, an easy lingerie when you have roommates becomes more sexual because she
(and as .the gentlemen are about example-in the movie Bridget who could pop out of their rooms is unavailable (she's married), and
to find out) it requires great forti- Jones'Diary, Bridget must make at any minute. 3
she seems unaware of what she is
tude and not a little training. My the choice between a cute little
So why were these types of showing off to the rest of the club.
friends and I do wrist exercises in thong, and a huge pair of stom- lingerie invented? In my opinion, It's more exciting than the woman
preparation for rummaging through ach-cinching granny-panties. Ulti- it is all about the forbidden. The onstage who is completely aware
the bins of discount undies, not to mately she chooses the functional basic function ofthe chiffony/fiuffy of what she is showing off, and is'
mention the general calisthenics we over the aesthetic, only to have the lingerie seems to be to cover up likely to be rather bored with it.
endure to make sure our feet are panties discovered by Hugh Grant the parts of a woman's body that What concerns me is this opinion
firmly planted in front of the "me- in a very embarrassing manner. are generally considered "forbid- seems to be pandering to an ideal
dium" bin, rather than straying to It's an illustration of the classic den" to everyday sight. But the of female ignorance of her own
the "large/extra large." Then there modern dichotomy-the functional issue goes deeper. It also speaks to sexuality. Is stupidity really sexier
is the jostling frenzy of the other underwear increases your chances things that are not only culturally than intelligence? And what is
women in front of the bins. Many of getting with Hugh by making forbidden, but legally forbidden, more stupid-spending your hardamiddle-aged platinum blonde has you look sexy in your little black specifically prostitution. Women earned money on underwear you
been put out of commission by a dress, but once the dress comes off, buy lingerie to look like whores! don't really need, or presenting an
well placed kick from my stiletto,. it's "hello, mummy!"2
This isn't necessarily a bad thing,. unawareness ofyour body's sexual
It only gets worse from there. it's merely catering to the thrill of potential?
heeled boots.
This year, my friend and I ar- Consider, ifyou will, the bane ofmy having something that looks illegal
I don't have an answer as to
rived in the late evening hours so existence, control top pantyhose. and forbidden within one's own whether, as a woman, I want to be
as to avoid the crowd. We spent a Functional, yes. Pretty, yes-as home which is actually perfectly considered a forbidden object of
happy hour untangling g-strings long as the dress stays on. But there acceptable.4 That's why it's actually sexual desire, whether purposefully
and ignoring the sequined items for is nothing sexy about taking alass's quite fun to buy and wear under- donningimpractica1bitsoflaceand
the coveted lacy things overlooked dress offto find she is wearing what wear that has no functional purpose feathers, usingunderweartoperfect
at the bottom of the bin. Later, we essentially amounts to translucent whatsoever, and why stores like the parts of my body I consider
moved to another section of the stretch pants. They' re tough to re- Victoria's Secret tend to rake in fiaws,orevenappearingignorantof
store. I spent my time ascertaining move, they block the view of the the money, especially during their my own body. But what I do know
is that I can't argue with $5.99 for a
that not a single item of clearance cute underwear she could be wear- semi -annual sales.
But is this underwear really pair of what used to be $20 undies.
lingerie would possibly fit over tte ing, and sometimes they cause fat
D-cups that the dirty old man up in rollswhentheyhitthewaist.Iflhad serving its purpose? There are some So until the next semi-annual sale
the sky saw fit to attach firmly to my way, all control-top hose would who believe that this supersatura- rolls around, I'll be sitting at home
my chest. But then I got to think- be banned--or better yet, it would tion of aesthetic lingerie is actually feeling sexy .. . by myself.
ing: what exactly is the point of have remained uninvented.
I
Then we move to the opposite
lingerie?
To' understand lingerie today, end of the spectrum-the strictly
we must take a look at the lingerie aesthetic lingerie hanging from
ofyesteryear. Back in the Victorian the walls of Victoria's Secrets the
era, lingerie consisted of corsets and world over. These items, redolent
petticoats, which mainly served to with chiffon, straps, and tiny bows,
cinch in the waists and thrust out the are often dismissed by the practibusts and skirts of ladies in order cal as essentially useless. And in a
to perfect their figures. In the' 20s, way, they' re right. There is no way

I L·Ive f rom Barnes an d N0 bl e.

I I myself own a bra with gel padding at the bottom, though I rarely wear it, because
ifI accidentally turn around too quickly with it on, I might take out someone's eye.
1 And we also know that you can't duck into your room to change back into the tiny
undies, because then Colin Firth walks out, and you have to chase him through the
snow with no pants on.
l Unless you're an exhibitionist, in which case I feel sorry for your roommates.
4 This is also the reason why housewives across this nation are spending hundreds of .
dollars on pole dancing lessons and Carmen Electra striptease workouts.
5 Don't be put off by the reference-I'm far from being a Satanist, but I consider
LaVay's opinions on human sexuality very interesting.

Students soaked up the musical stylings ofAndy Skanchy (3L at the
bookstore coffeeshop Thursday night. Picturedfrom right to left:
Andy Skanchy, James Farrell (3L), John Stankiewicz (3L), and Graham Schmidt (3L) . Photo by Marie Siesseger.
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MtVYflvtVtt- Wytft,~ stu-d~YVt 8-LAW- · ~S
by Jennifer Rinker
Thanks to some suggestions by 3Ls
that we ought to personalize the paper
(thanky ou), The Advocate is bringing
you some completely non-law schoolrelated exposes ("blogs, " ifyou will),
about a few ofyour classmates every
issue. The title "B-LAW-GS " has the
stamp ofapprovalfrom one ofthe cool
kids, so I'm assured the title is not
lame. You're free to come to your own
conclusions about that but at the risk
of being considered uncool.
Even though 1 don't really know
what a blog is or whether these things
qualify, this is our attempt to provide
something hopefully interesting and
entertaining about the crazy people
y ou see around the law school lobby,
in the library, and at the Leafe.
~<':"';~yi#.:,%

Emily Meyer's (3 L) first car was a
1986 Jeep Cherokee that had 190,000
miles on it before it went into retirement. The back windshield cleaner
never actually sprayed the windshield,
but would shower anyone standing
near the rear of the vehicle. Although
it was funny to squirt her friends as a
joke, a date to one of her formal dances
learned it wasn't funny to do that to
strangers wearing nice clothes-he
almost got beaten up. In Norman, Oklahoma, where Emily went to college,
she used to feel relatively comfortable
just leaving the keys in the ignition of
the vehicle (although now she knows
she was subjecting herself to all kinds
of liability, but, again, this isn't supposed to be about law stuft). Most of
the time the Jeep was still there when
she got out of class, but one day it
was gone only to show up a couple
of hours later.
Emily spent most of her adolescence around horses and used
to compete at the national level for
riding and showing. Mostly she rode
English-style quarter horses and her
favorite was "Mortimer Moose." She
loves to read and tries to take care
of catching up on some of the more
well-respected literature she feels
she should have had as part of her
undergraduate education. She just
finished Portrait of Dorian Gray, and
Brothers Karamazov is one of her
all-time favorite books. Although she
proclaims to be untalented at dance
and singing, she worked in the musical theater department in college. Dr.
Kunesh, a cross between Walter Matthau and George Burns, became her
mentor. Since he was always quitting
smoking, he seemed to be cranky and
quirky, but always engaging with witty
banter. One of his pearls of wisdom:
"The most important thing is to know
what's important."
And, lastly, Emily is addicted to
Sonic-tots and cherry limeades being her standard fare. She figures her

addiction harkens back to her Norman,
Oklahoma days when it was cool to
go on Coke dates to the Sonic. (Sonic:
please contac't Emily for plugging
your establishment-any and all food
and drink certificates preferred over
merchandise, please) .
~

Leah Crosby (lL) has done a lot
of things once, but just once:
1) whitewaterrafting once, 2) skydiving once, 3) toMexico once (Cancun
doesn't count), 4) waterskiing once,
5) to New York City once, 6) ran a 5K
. once, 7) rock climbing once, 8) t o
New Orleans once, 9) drove a go-cart
once, 10) played Putt Putt once, ·11)
four of the Great Lakes once (missing
Lake Superior), 12) camping once,
13}gambling once, 14) to Japan once,
15) almost to Hawaii once, 16) wallpapered a room once, 17) published
in a poetry anthology once, 18) drove
straight from Orlando, Florida to Corpus Christi, Texas once (and once was
all it took), 19) went to a professional
hockey game once (Stars v. Senators),
20) and her sister met Jason Priestly
opce (hey, we were trying to get the
list to 20).
Leah has also been skiing, but
more than once. ShewentontheSBA's
ski trip and hoped to reprise her stellar
novice performance on the Colorado
slopes over Winter Break.

and took the paralyzed animal outside
only for it to become lunch for a pack
of wild dogs (the raccoon was already
dead by this time). This event really
stuck with Trey-I think it made him
sad. Yep, kid at heart.
In case you were wondering, Trey
does not have a Super Bowl ring. But
he does have a Rose Bowl .

Here is a list of movies you won't
believe Doug Smith (2L) HASN'T
seen (but it's all true):
.
Rocky (ANY of them, not even the
ones with Mr. T. and Brigitte Nielssen), The Godfather (ANY of them,
so he wouldn't know how Sonny got
killed or that Luca Brazi sleeps with the
fishes), Star Wars (ANY of them, so
he won't know the big "secret" from
Empire Strikes Back), The Lord of
the Rings (ANY of them, so he won 't
know that Frodo throws the ring into
the lava and Aragorn becomes king
and everyone lives happily ever after. ..
Oops, sorry, Doug), Animal House,
Dazed & Confused, and Breakfast
Club. - Doug recently remedied the
fact that he hadn't seen The Goonies
or Office Space.
And here is a list of movies you
might not believe Doug HAS seen
(but it's all true):
Glory, Gettysburg, Ken Burns' Civil
War documentary (which is apparently pretty good), Field ofDreams,
Major League, The Natural, Bull .
Durham, and Star Treks I and IT.
Doug's roommate revealed that
Doug eats popcorn religiously every
night. _W4~tbitter, bitte~ , i,;~

the whole service is turned over to
the kids (plug: Youth Ministry Sunday is February 27 th at Williamsburg
Community Chapel on John Tyler
Highway). Theo's longtime church
involvement has taken him on missions to Russia, Ecuador, and China
(as a translator).
Theo has ties to the oldest house
moving construction company in the
country, located in Rochester, New
York. He worked there for a year after
college and occasionally does some
house moving for them when he goes
home. He helped move a2 story building 100 miles. Apparently they sawed
the top half off the bottom, "kind of
like a bagel," and carted it aroundon a
couple oflarge semis with police escort
for 100 miles. Once reassembled, you
couldn't even tell it was once in three
pieces. (I forgot to say that they took
the roof off and stuffed it into the top
story). If you ever want to move a
house in the northeast, Thea knows
the sixth generation of house movers
in New York and would be happy to
give a reference.

Shawan Gillian (lL) likes Matlock-a lot. There's not much more to
say about that. She just does. She is
also a sacrificing person, never getting
a dog as a kid because her best friend
was asthmatic and the long animal
hair thing just wouldn't work. She
is an advisor to her sorority's chapter
here at William & Mary and also a
water-skier; unfortunately, she has
no opportunities to water-ski around
Williamsburg.
Shawan can rebuild a car-a very
interesting talent. She used to help her
bes friend's dad rebuild classic cars
(mostly body work-the CAR' S body,
that is) and does a little bit every once
in a while when she goes home. She
even parlayed her love of cars into
a high school summer job at NAPA
Auto Parts. She occasionally had to
deliver parts around town and, since
only she and a guy named Mr. Frank
were willing to, did so in an old Dodge
Ram (one of those tiny little trucks).
It backfired, was bright yellow with
a big NAPA sign on it, and belched
black smoke.
. When Shawan was a kid she fell
over the handlebars ofher bike the day
before Easter and ripped the skin off
her nose. She had to get up in front
ofthe whole church on Easter Sunday,
and some of the kids called her Rudolph. When she was in college, she
was late for her Old Testament class
and apparently fell up these Greek
amphitheater type steps and flat on her
face. At the little college Shawan went
to, nothing goes unnoticed oruntalked
about. Thank you for answering my
"what embarrassing things have happened to you" question, Shawan!!
L

A former football player for the
Baltimore Ravens and for Stanford,
Trey Freeman (lL) openly admits a
passion for cartoons. I expected him
to say The Family Guy, which he did
(Stewie being his all-time favorite
cartoon character), but I didn't expect
SpongeBob Squarepants. Yes, folks ,
Trey watches SpongeBob almost
every day and definitely every time
he catches it flipping through the
channels. A kid at heart, Trey also
confessed that he and a bunch of his
college teammates went to a matinee
showing ofthe Pokemon movie (sorry,
Trey, I don't know the real title) when
it first came out in the theaters.
When Trey was a senior in high
school in his hometown of Norfolk,
he worked for a medical supply warehouse. He was diligently doing what
people at medical supply warehouses
do when he found a mortally wounded
raccoon, which had fallen from the top
of the third floor. Because the Norfolk
Animal Control (send all complaints
to them) wouldn't come get the little
guy, Trey's boss came out with a shovel

Theo Lu (3L) has done a lot of
extreme sports, including skydiving
and cliff jumping. He's even gone
canyoning in the Swiss Alps, which
basically involves following the river
wherever it goes-so if it goes vertical, you do too, either by jumping
the falls, rappelling, sliding or climbing. He's n9t completely outdoorsy,
though. He's played the cello for 20
years (meaning he started at age five,
people-wow!), and he has even played
Carnegie Hall with his high school
orchestra. He's started to playa little
pop music recently on the cello, but
has not really played in an organized
orchestra since his first few years in
college.
Theo is very involved in the youth
group at his church here in Williamsburg. He is a volunteer small group
leader for the Seniors and helps out
with Youth Ministry Sunday, where

